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The Huang Quan realm fragment world. 

The earth was trembling intensely, gigantic crevasses manifesting out of nowhere. 

The 18 layers of hell had been literally brought into daylight. 

Countless dead people appeared one after another. 

Meanwhile, numerous attacks shot from various faraway locations, attempting to kill Gu Qing Shan who 

was hovering in the sky. 

Gu Qing Shan simply wielded the Devil King Warden Rod without moving. 

An endless stream of dead people took flight, protecting them from every direction. 

They all used to be powerful cultivators who committed so many sins in their lives that they fell to hell. 

And the fact that they managed to commit any sin in a world of cultivators meant that they were 

powerful to a certain extent. 

A dead man with frightening scars all over his body laughed in his frenzy: “Ahahahaha! You pieces of 

garbage forced me to slumber in the Frozen Hell, but now I’ve awakened! I’ve awakened! All of you will 

die!” 

He stood right in front of Gu Qing Shan, squatting the various attacks away. 

Around him, villains of the cruelest natures gathered more and more. 

The dead had surrounded Gu Qing Shan to protect him. 

Someone tried turning to look at Gu Qing Shan. 

“Devil King, what did you awaken us dead people for?” he asked. 

The dead people all turned to Gu Qing Shan. 

Gu Qing Shan glanced at a certain place on the ground. 

Su Xue Er was there. 

She was being protected by numerous Abyssal monsters, so her safety was ensured for now, but cold 

sweat was constantly flowing from her forehead down her hair and face. 

She only had one arm left. 

Indeed, she had already surpassed the level of ordinary humans, having both powerful Card-type spells 

and abilities, as well as the evolution provided by Impartial Goddess, but the pain of losing an arm still 

couldn’t be eased. 

What do I need? 



What did I summon you for? 

Gu Qing Shan watched Su Xue Er’s pained expression and muttered: “Destroy them” 

The dead person who asked was extremely pleased to hear this answer. 

“Ahahahaha! Come, this is now the age of Hell, you damn shitty Deities!” he loudly laughed. 

“Kill them all!” 

“Destroy them!” 

『 Destroy them! 』 

「 Destroy them! Destroy them! Destroy them! 」 

The dead people exploded with their ear-piercing howls, as if a curse of destruction was spreading 

through the entire world of Huang Quan. 

… 

On the other side. 

Countless faint sprites of light appeared from the ground. 

「 This man is carrying… the power of the Devil King 」 

“Look, that’s the Warden Rod!” 

『 He’s trouble 』 

「 Who brought this guy here? 」 

『 Let’s go, kill him and take his Divine Armament! 』 

“Dream on, you damned water ghosts of the Forgetting River!” 

It was the black-cloaked girl who appeared. 

The white-cloaked girl was also standing next to her, shouting at them in a high-pitched voice: “The Devil 

King is on our side, if you think you can touch him, you’ve got another thing coming!” 

『 Cheh, obviously he’s on your side, but he’s only an outsider, what if—— 』 

“Bullshit!” 

“Stop quarellin—–” 

「 Bastard, you damn trash cleaners of the Grand Tie Wei Mountain, you actually dared attack—– you 

think our Hell faction are only here for show!? 」 

『 I’ve always looked down on you bastards from Hell. Both you and the fucking eccentrics from the 

Bridge of Life and Death are both disgraces of Huang Quan! 』 



「 You wanna die!? Our Bridge of Life and Death don’t like running our mouths, so come here and 

fucking get it, I’m going to beat you do death! 」 

The Deities were in chaos before they even did anything. 

It was unclear who threw the first punch, but essentially——- 

They started fighting. 

Numerous Divine Skills and techniques started flying willy-nilly all over the Huang Quan realm. 

… 

Gu Qing Shan pointed at the red main gate and ordered: “Go, destroy that door for me” 

『「”Destroy that door!”」』 the dead people shouted all at once. 

From the ground to the sky, numerous dead people started moving. 

The red main gate lightly shook and sternly declared: 「 Where are the Deities under the Demon Gates? 

」 

Several wisps came flying from the distance around to protect it. 

A divine official with a dignified expression shouted: “I am the Deity who governs over life and death! 

Dead people, I order you to stand down!” 

The dead people stared at Gu Qing Shan. 

Gu Qing Shan replied without changing his expression: “Someone wanted to test my patience today, if 

anyone tries to stop me, I’ll make sure this Huang Quan is destroyed, both demons and gods will know 

what it’s like to feel eternal death” 

Eternal death. 

A dispersed soul means eternal death. 

The divine official hesitated but didn’t actually dare to say anything else. 

Hearing that declaration of the Devil King, the quintillions of dead people uttered a unified resounding 

shout. 
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『「”Huang Quan eternal death!”」』 

The voices of the numerous dead people overlapped, turning into solid shockwaves that could be seen 

visibly echoing into their surroundings. 

The world of Huang Quan was in chaos. 

All of a sudden, a dignified and ominous voice resounded from afar: 

「 Quickly dispel the [Circulation of Life and Death] technique! 」 



A green talisman came flying from a distance and stuck itself onto the gates of the red main gate. 

At the same time, that voice became softer and whispered in Gu Qing Shan’s ear: 

「 Whatever this fellow did to offend you has nothing to do with us, you would be willing to at least talk 

some sense, would you not? 」 

After a few moments, all the fighting became faint. 

Hell, Deities, the dead people, the Forgetting River, everything in front of Gu Qing Shan’s eyes 

disappeared. 

The world returned to darkness. 

The war base and the endless wall once again became solid. 

—–the two worlds had been separated! 

Gu Qing Shan scanned through with his inner sight to see that Su Xue Er was completely intact thanks to 

the protection of the Abyssal monsters. 

The others have also returned. 

Gu Qing Shan was a bit relieved, then continued to glare at the red main gate. 

A begrudging voice resounded from the red main gate. 

「 It was my bad, but now that there aren’t any dead people, what can you actually do? 」 

「 Tsk, this matter is over, but I’ll deal with you sooner or later 」 

——while it spoke, it slowly turned transparent as the Huang Quan ghost soldiers rushed straight at Gu 

Qing Shan again. 

Trying to run? 

Instantly, Gu Qing Shan vanished again. 

He reappeared immediately in front of the red main gate and swung his sword! 

Sword of Extinguishing Flames. 

Hoh——– fwoom——- 

A sea of fire manifested! 

As the flames enveloped the main gate, it interrupted its fleeing technique. 

The red main gate became solid again and angrily shouted: 「 YOU—– 」 

Gu Qing Shan turned his sword, but didn’t perform the Divine Skill [Freezing Frost] 

Arcs of light blue lightning drifted along the blade of his sword as he swung from a distance. 

——Secret Art, [Life Seeker]! 



——Thaumaturgy, [Dreamjolt]! 

The red main gate was immediately unable to move as it was struck. 

“Seems like you weren’t an object but actually a life form, that makes it much easier…” Gu Qing Shan 

said. 

A line of glowing text was hovering in the middle of the War God UI: 

[Using Earth’s Choice to slay this creature will expend 500,000 Soul Points] 

Drifting wind began to swirl around the Earth sword. 

“I think you’ll be able to feel the taste of fear brought by the approach of death much more clearly since 

you’re a living being” 

Gu Qing Shan had infused Soul Points into his sword, preparing to trigger his Secret Art. 

The more killing intent he held, the calmer he would become. 

Arcs of lightning were still moving around the red main gate, causing it to be unable to move a single 

inch. 

The red main gate suddenly started to beg: 「 No—— Devil King, I was wrong—– 」 

Boundless sword phantoms abruptly manifested into a giant sword that swung down at it from above. 

Oom! 

The entire red main gate was cut into countless pieces by a single strike. 

The Soul Points value on the War God UI abruptly decreased by a huge amount, and then immediately 

increased again. 

“What did you say?” Gu Qing Shan appeared like he was listening. 

No one answered him. 

The broken pieces slowly turned into dust as they were scattered to the wind. 

———the red main gate had been slain, both its body and soul no longer existing in this world. 

Gu Qing Shan waited for a brief moment. 

Nothing else was coming from the darkness of the secret passage. 

He also couldn’t feel anything suspicious from his spirit sense. 

Everything had returned to silence. 

It was now that Gu Qing Shan nodded and flew down into the wreckage of the mech armor below. 

A few moments later. 

The wreckage of the mech armor was opened from inside. 



Gu Qing Shan quickly walked out, heading straight towards Su Xue Er. 

The Abyssal monsters bowed to greet him, silently making a path. 

Su Xue Er was still missing one arm with wounds all over her body and a look of clear pain in her eyes. 

Gu Qing Shan walked up and softly embraced her. 

“You’ve been through a lot” he whispered. 

Su Xue Er leaned on his shoulder, pursed her lips, and replied: 

“Not at all, I’m still fine” 

 


